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Abstract
There are now numerous observations of subtle right
hemisphere (RH) contributions to language comprehension. It
has been suggested that these contributions reflect coarse semantic coding in the RH. That is, the RH weakly activates large
semantic fields-including concepts distantly related to the
input word-whereas the left hemisphere (LH) strongly activates small semantic fields-limited to concepts closely related
to the input (Beeman, 1993a,b).This makes the RH less effective
at interpreting single words, but more sensitive to semantic
overlap of multiple words. To test this theory, subjects read
target words preceded by either “Summation” primes (three
words each weakly related to the target) or Unrelated primes
(three unrelated words), and target exposure duration was
manipulated so that subjects correctly named about half the
target words in each hemifield. In Experiment 1, subjects benefited more from Summation primes when naming target

words presented to the left visual field-RH (Ivf-RH) than when
naming target words presented to the right visual field-LH (rvfLH), suggesting a RH advantage in coarse semantic coding. In
Experiment 2, with a low proportion of related prime-target
trials, subjects benefited more from “Direct” primes (one
strong associate flanked by two unrelated words) than from
Summation primes for rvf-LH target words, indicating that the
LH activates closely related information much more strongly
than distantly related information. Subjects benefited equally
from both prime types for Ivf-RH target words, indicating that
the RH activates closely related information only slightly more
strongly, at best, than distantly related information. This suggests that the RH processes words with relatively coarser coding
than the LH, a conclusion consistent with a recent suggestion
that the RH coarsely codes visual input (Kosslyn, Chabris, Marsolek, & Koenig, 1992).

INTRODUCTION

whereas the LH finely codes semantic information,
strongly activating small semantic fields (i.e., only concepts closely related to the input, given the local context).
The studies reported here examine this theory.
The RH has been shown to be capable of performing
or contributing to the processing of language, previously
thought to be the sole domain of the LH. In addition to
its recognized importance in prosodic processing (Ross,
1985; Tompkins & Mateer, 1985; Confavreaux, Croisile,
Garassus, Aimard, & Trillet, 1992), the RH also seems to
be involved in understanding discourse-spoken or written sentences, paragraphs, stories, and dialogue (for review: Joanette et al., 1990; Molloy, Brownell, & Gardner,
1990; Chiarello, 1988a; Beeman, 1993b).
Most of the evidence for RH involvement in language
processing comes from lesion studies: right hemispheredamaged (RHD) patients have some difficulty comprehending complex discourse. The majority o f the studies

Over the past 10 years, it has become clear that the right
hemisphere (RH) contributes to language comprehension, despite the clear superiority of the left hemisphere
(LH) for most language tasks. RH involvement in language processing has recently received a great deal of
attention. Last year, 10 of the first 50 or so papers published in Brain and Language have described evidence
of R H involvement in language, and two recent books
are dedicated solely to that topic (Joanette, Goulet, &
Hannequin, 1990; Chiarello, 1988a). Although many RH
contributions to language processing have been described, few comprehensive theories have been proposed to account for these effects. One suggestion
(Beeman, 1993a,b) is that the RH coarsely codes semantic
information, weakly activating large semantic fields (i.e.,
including concepts distantly related to the input),
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have used patients with large RH lesions, and we will
simply use the term RHD patients, although further work
should delineate the specific RH areas involved. RHD
patients have difficulty using context to interpret ambiguous phrases (Weylman, Brownell, Roman, & Gardner,
1989; Kaplan, Brownell, Jacobs, & Gardner, 1990), often
choosing the more frequent or the literal interpretation
of a sentence, even when inappropriate to the given
context. RHD patients have difficulty drawing inferences
that conceptually connect two sentences, a process necessary for maintaining coherence (Brownell, Potter,
Bihrle, & Gardner, 1986;Beeman, 1993a). They also have
difficulty connecting the premise of a joke with the punch
line, as observed in their poor selection of funny punch
lines-they generally choose non sequitur endings,
rather than surprising but coherent endings (Brownell,
Michel, Powelson, & Gardner, 1983). Finally, they depend
more on the global structure to derive the theme of
discourse. For instance, RHD patients have difficulty comprehending narratives when the topic sentences are
shifted from the beginning to the end of the narratives,
whereas other patients and control subjects are reliably
less affected by these shifts (Hough, 1990). Moreover,
RHD patients cannot take full advantage of a theme sentence to arrange subsequent sentences into a coherent
paragraph, as LHD patients and controls can (Schneiderman, Murasugi, & Saddy, 1992).
These deficits suggest, in general, that RHD patients
have difficulty maintaining or imparting coherence-that
is, relating the elements of discourse that should be
related. Normal comprehenders organize their representations of discourse into thematically related substructures, which are in turn related into a coherent
macrostructure (Gernsbacher, 1990). There are two ways
in which discourse could be organized. The macrostructure of discourse could be processed somewhat independently of the semantic processing performed on
individual words or sentences, perhaps utilizing story
frames or grammars (Mandler, 1978; Mandler & Goodman, 1982). Within this explanation, RHD patients may
normally understand the elements (individual words,
sentences, or episodes), but remain unable to arrange
these into appropriate structures and macrostructures to
grasp the theme of the discourse.
Alternatively, the substructures and macrostructures
that people normally use to represent discourse could
emerge from lower level semantic processing, as new
input causes highly related elements to be more activated, and less related elements to be suppressed
(Gernsbacher, 1990). RHD patients may fail to activate
some semantic information about the elements, thereby
being less effective at structure building and other processes that depend on sensitivity to semantic relations.
These two possibilities were compared in an experiment that required subjects to draw inferencesa process RHD patients find difficult (Brownell et al., 1986)to maintain coherence of short stories (Beeman, 1993a).

While listening to stories, subjects heard a premise sentence, such as ‘john waded in the water, not knowing
there was lots of glass nearby,” and an inference-inducing
sentence, such as “Then John called for help, and the
lifeguard came running.” Subjects could best integrate
these sentences by inferring that John cut his foot. Between the premise and the inference-inducing sentence,
subjects heard a sentence that either continued the same
episode (e.g., ‘john walked in the water for a while”),
or introduced a new episode (e.g., “On the beach, the
lifeguard watched the kids play”). New episode cues have
been shown to slow normal comprehenders’ ability to
draw such inferences (Beeman & Gernsbacher, 1993). If
RHD patients have difficulty understanding the theme of
discourse because, despite normal semantic processing,
they do not arrange independent episodes into a coherent macrostructure, then they should be more impaired
in connecting the premise and inference-inducing sentence when new episode cues intervene. If RHD patients
lack semantic information necessary to draw inferences,
then they should have difficulty drawing inferences regardless of the episode structure in which the story was
presented.
Results supported the latter hypothesis: RHD patients
were poorer than normal controls at answering questions about the inferable information, regardless of the
new episode cues (Beeman, 1993a). Poor memory
seemed unlikely to account for this effect, because no
group differences were found for questions about explicitly mentioned story information. Further, it was not
the case that the RHD patients made the inferences but
somehow did not include them in their representations
of the stories (or were just responding too literally).
Subjects performed lexical decisions to visual words
while they listened to the stories, and a fifth of these
words were related to the inferable events. College students (Beeman & Gernsbacher, 1993) and elderly control
subjects benefited when responding to inference-related
target words, but RHD patients did not, suggesting that
the RHD patients never activated semantic information
about the inferences. It was concluded that the RH normally activates semantic information-which is less activated in the LH-that is useful for drawing coherence
inferences, and maintaining coherence in general (Beeman, 1993a).

QUALITATIVELY DIFFERENT SEMANTIC
PROCESSING IN THE RIGHT AND LEFT
HEMISPHERES
What is the nature of RH semantic processing? It appears
that the RH activates a wider range of meaning in response to a word. When people comprehend a word
like BANK, they will activate the mental representation
for the concept &unk,plus some related concepts. This
activation benefits subjects when they process a “target”
word, such as MONEY, which is related to the “prime”
Beeman etal.
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word: Subjects recognize target words preceded by related prime words faster and more accurately than those
preceded by unrelated prime words (e.g., FARM). When
the prime word is ambiguous and the target word follows
immediately, comprehenders quickly recognize target
words related to all meanings of the prime word-RIVER
as well as MONEY (Swinney, 1982; Simpson & Burgess,
1985).This suggests that comprehenders initially activate
all meanings of ambiguous words. However, after a short
delay (750 msec) the activation of the secondary meaning-the contextually inappropriate or, in the absence of
context, the less frequent meaning-very quickly dissipates, while activation of the primary meaning increases
(Swinney, 1982; Simpson & Burgess, 1985). In this manner, comprehenders quickly select information related
to a single meaning of ambiguous words, and seemingly
discard irrelevant information.
Taylor (1988) attributed this selection to the LH, and
suggested that the RH maintains multiple interpretations.
This interpretation grew from studies of “unconscious”
word processing (Marcel, 1980). When an ambiguous
prime word is presented so fast that subjects see just a
flash (or nothing at all), comprehenders benefit when
processing both meanings (e.g., MONEY and RIVER). This
is true even after a delay that would result in meaning
selection for conscious prime words, and suggests that
all meanings remain activated (Marcel, 1980). Taylor suggested that this pattern reflected RH semantic processing.
Indirect measures of semantic processing (skin conductances for shock-associatedwords) also suggest that “unconscious” word processing occurs more easily in the
RH than in the LH (Dawson & Schell, 1982).
The notion that the RH activates multiple word meanings is supported by the behavior of subjects viewing
laterally presented target words related to ambiguous
prime words (Burgess & Simpson, 1988). Initially, subjects give facilitated responses to target words related to
primary or secondary word meanings, presented in either hemifield. However, after a short delay (750 msec),
subjects’responses to target words related to both meanings are still facilitated in the left visual field-right hemisphere (Ivf-RH), but only target words related to the
primary meaning are facilitated in the right visual fieldleft hemisphere (rvf-LH) (Burgess and Simpson, 1988;
also see Nakagawa, 1991).
Other data also indicate that some semantic information is more easily available in the RH than in the LH.
The RH seems particularly sensitive to certain types of
relations between words. RHD patients tend to use denotative features of word meaning to select which two
words of a triad “go together,”whereas LHD patients use
connotative features (Brownell, Potter, Michelow, &
Gardner, 1984). RHD patients also have difficulty selecting appropriate antonyms (Gardner, Silverman, Wapner,
& Zurif, 1978), recognizing whether category coexemplars are related (Chiarello & Church, 1986), and utilizing semantic relations to recall word lists (Villardita,
28
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1987; Villardita, Grioli, & Quattropani, 1988). Normal
subjects recognize close associations better when words
are presented to the rvf-LH, and recognize distant associations better when words are presented to the Ivf-RH
(Rodel, Cook, Regard, & Landis, 1992; cf. Drews, 1987,
for a different view on the relations to which the RH is
most sensitive). Further, when processing target words,
normal subjects benefit from different types of primetarget word relations depending on the hemifield of
target word presentation (Chiarello, 1988b; Chiarello,
Burgess, Richards, & Pollock, 1990; Chiarello & Richards,
1992). When a low proportion of the trials are related
(thus precluding contolled processing-see General Discussion), normal subjects respond faster to target words
after seeing prime words from the same semantic category, but only for target words presented to the Ivf-RH,
not the rvf-LH. Subjects viewing target words in the rvfLH do benefit from seeing category coexemplar prime
words if they are also associatively related to the prime
words (Chiarello et al., 1990;Chiarello & Richards, 1992).
If some information-ither
particular word meanings, or semantic feature-is
more strongly activated in
the RH than in the LH, then RHD patients may lack
information initially “disposed by the LH as irrelevant
(Taylor, 1988), but which is useful for maintaining coherence and drawing together distantly related elements
of discourse. This could explain why RHD patients have
difficulty drawing inferences (Brownell et al., 1986; Beeman, 1993a), comprehending jokes (Bihrle, Brownell,
Powelson, & Gardner, 1986) or metaphors (Brownell,
1988), arranging sentences into paragraphs (Delis, Wapner, Gardner, & Moses, 1983; Schneiderman et al., 1992),
and recognizing or utilizing the theme of paragraphs
(Hough, 1990; Schneiderman et al., 1992). This is not to
deny that the semantic information activated most
strongly in the LH is also useful for relating words-the
information activated by the isolated LH is probably adequate to connect most elements that occur in discourse.
In contrast, the inability to select an appropriate meaning
from among several candidates could leave an isolated
RH mired in a sea of indeterminacy, quickly losing pace
with rapidly unfolding discourse. However, when an intact LH quickly selects the appropriate but limited related
information, additional information activated in the RH
may facilitate the process of connecting distantly related
elements.
This proposed dichotomy of semantic processing may
be characterized as fine semantic coding in the LH and
coarse semantic coding in the RH. That is, the LH strongly
activates small and focused “fields” of semantic information to interpret words in context, as illustrated in
Figure 1. It selects for continued activation only the frequently intended semantic features of words, or the aspects of words that are relevant to the local context,
occasionally at the expense of “peripheral” information-semantic information that seems irrelevant in the
local context, but may later be useful in the global conVolume 6, Number 1

Figure 1. Top: The left hemisphere strongly activates a small semantic field, whereas the right hemisphere weakly activates a large semantic field. For instance, in response to the wordfoot, the left
hemisphere selectively activates semantic features corresponding to
the primary meaning offoot, whereas the right hemisphere activates
peripheral information, including semantic features corresponding to
the secondary meaning o f f i t . Bottom: The right hemisphere’s large
semantic fields from distantly related words are more likely to overlap. Weak activation from multiple sources summates where the semantic fields overlap, activating an inferred concept that can connect
the distantly related words.

text of the discourse. In contrast, the RH weakly activates
large semantic fields, perhaps regardless of context. Because the activation is weak and diffuse, it is less conducive to selection of some information (e.g., one word
interpretation) for further processing. This may prevent
the RH from immediately making the frequent or contextually appropriate interpretation of words. However,
the large semantic fields make the RH sensitive to overlap
of peripheral semantic features activated by multiple
words in the discourse (hence the term “coarse coding,”
which implies that the overall system can derive new
information from the increased overlap of individual
fields). The larger the semantic fields activated by input
words, the greater the semantic overlap of multiple semantic fields (see Fig. 1).
Semantic overlap may be extremely useful to maintain
coherence or draw inferences. For instance, when people hear that John walked near glass, they may have
recognized that glass can cut. According to coarse semantic coding theory, this type of information is more
likely to be activated (albeit weakly) in the RH than in
the LH. Later, when hearing that John called the lifeguard
for help, one piece of (usually peripherally) related in-

formation is that a person can call for help for any type
of distress, including being cut. Again, this information
is more likely to be activated in the RH than the LH.The
weak activation consequent to RH processing of FOOT
GLASS, and CRY may summate to activate the concept
cut, forming the basis for the inference that John cut his
foot. Even when no inference is required, semantic overlap is useful for integrating discourse because it increases
the amount of information available to map new input
onto old, and to connect various elements of the discourse representation. Thus, large semantic fields could
be useful for structure building, maintaining coherence,
and deriving the theme of discourse.
To this point, RH coarse semantic coding has not been
directly examined, only conjectured from (1) RHD patients’ impairments in discourse processes such as inferencing, structure building, integration, and generally
maintaining coherence; (2) the activation of multiple
meanings of ambiguous prime words when subjects view
target words in the Ivf-RH; and (3) the assumption that
coarse semantic coding could account for the above processes. The goal of Experiment 1 is to examine the hemisphericity of coarse semantic coding more directly.
Specifically, we want to know whether the RH activates
large (albeit weak) semantic fields when it processes
words.

EXPERIMENT 1: SUMMATION PRIMING
This experiment utilized a priming paradigm to assess
semantic activation. Typically, semantic activation is inferred when subjects process a target word more easily
if it is preceded by a single, strongly related prime word,
than if it is preceded by an unrelated prime word. By
definition, the large semantic fields activated by RH
coarse semantic coding are only weakly activated, and
weak facilitation of the target word might be difficult to
detect-just as weak RH semantic processing of single
words is difficult to observe. But deficits in discourse
processing in RHD patients are relatively easy to observe,
perhaps because such processing relies heavily on semantic overlap from multiple distantly related words.
Therefore, the experiments reported here aimed to
induce semantic overlap from multiple words as a measure of coarse semantic coding. Such coding will be
inferred when subjects process a target word more easily
when preceded by three prime words, each weakly related to the target word (“Summation” primes), than
when preceded by three unrelated words (“Unrelated’
primes) (see Table 1). In all conditions, the three prime
words were presented simultaneously, in three horizontal lines centered around the fixation point, as illustrated
in Figure 2. Assuming that large (but weakly activated)
semantic fields will overlap, the activation from the three
prime words should summate, yielding strong facilitation
of the target word, when they are processed via coarse
semantic coding. That is, subjects will process the target
Bemnetal.
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Table 1.

JWne
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Target Word

Work

Summation

CRY

FOOT

GLASS

cut

2-Weak

CRY

CHURCH

GLASS

cut

Distractor

CRY

BABY

GLASS

cut

Unrelated

DOG

CHURCH

PHONE

cut

Between

Fixation

trials

300
msecs

1

;:

glass

I

100
msecs

Prime triad

Mask

300
Fixation

Wf-LH

lvf-RH

Figure 2. The time course of each trial in Experiments 1 and 2.

words more easily when preceded by the Summation
primes. In contrast, small (but highly activated) semantic
fields involved in fine semantic coding are less likely to
overlap and less likely to include the weak prime-target
relation, so that subjects will not benefit as much when
the Summation primes are processed via fine semantic
coding. Because we have proposed that coarse semantic
coding in the RH utilizes large semantic fields and fine
30
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semantic coding in the LH utilizes small semantic fields,
we hypothesize that subjects will benefit more from the
Summation primes (stronger summation priming) when
target words are presented to the Ivf-RH than when target
words are presented to the rvf-LH.
We used priming as our measure because we believe
that RH semantic processing is best detected implicitly,
without requiring direct production of weakly activated
information. Also, we used brief presentations of primes
and target words because (1) previous studies have
shown that subjects activate multiple word meanings or
distant associates in response to brief prime words (Marcel, 1980), particularly in the RH (Burgess & Simpson,
1988; Nakagawa, 1991), and (2) unconscious semantic
priming may arise primarily from the RH [Dawson &
Schell, 1982; Taylor’s (1988) interpretation of Marcel,
19801.
To avoid floor and ceiling effects on our priming measure, we adopted an accuracy-priming technique that
equates performance on words presented to the rvf-LH
and lvf-RH. Prime words were presented centrally, making them available to both hemispheres. Target words
were presented laterally, and target exposure durations
in each hemifield were independently manipulated so
that subjects correctly named approximately 50% of the
target words in each hemifield. We used a long delay
between the onset of the prime and onset of the target
word (stimulus onset asynchrony, or SOA) because previous work showed that elaboration of meaning of words
in discourse occurs over long delays (Till, Mross, &
Kintsch, 1988), and that hemispheric differences in semantic activation are most apparent after longer delays
(Burgess & Simpson, 1988; Nakagawa, 1991). However,
a long SOA (along with a high proportion of related
primes) may allow controlled processing to occur (Posner & Snyder, 1975).
The main comparison concerned accuracy on target
words preceded by Summation primes versus accuracy
on the same target words preceded by Unrelated primes.
Two additional prime conditions were also included. For
the “2-Weak” primes, the middle word of the Summation
prime triad was replaced with a word unrelated to the
other two prime words, and unrelated to the target word.
If the activation of each semantic field is very weak, then
subjects may not benefit from only two overlapping semantic fields, and facilitation will be observed only for
Volume G, Number 1

Summation primes. For the “Distractor”primes, the middle word of the Summation prime triad was replaced
with a word strongly related to one of the other prime
words, but unrelated to the target word (see Table 1).
The Distractor word was meant to alter the overall meaning of the triad, by emphasizing a different meaning of
one of the related prime words. For instance, although
a baby could certainly cry if cut by glass, the strong
association between BABY and CRY may distract from
this interpretation. If coarse semantic coding is sensitive
to the general context (the overall meaning of the input),
then 2-Weak primes may facilitate target word naming,
whereas Distractor primes may not. If coarse semantic
coding simply sums activation whenever there is potential overlap, then the 2-Weak and Distractor primes
should equally facilitate target word naming. In all conditions that lead to facilitation, we expect the facilitation
to be stronger for lvf-RH target words than for rvf-LH
target words.

Results
Debriefing
’lbo subjects reported that they were usually unable to
read even one of the three prime words, 12 subjects
reported that they were usually able to read only one
word, 7 subjects reported that they were usually able to
read two words, and 3 subjects reported that they were
usually able to read all three words. Thus, it seems that
the 300-msecs exposure duration allowed only partial
conscious recognition of the prime triads, as designed.
Most subjects spontaneously mentioned the prime-target relations, and in response to a direct question, nearly
all subjects reported noting such relations. Three subjects
said they used the prime words to attempt to generate
the target words, but only on some occasions. (Only one
subject actually cited an example where he gave a correct
response with this strategy.)

i3posw-e Duration
In the last block of the experiment, subjects required
average exposure durations of 34.0 msec for target words
presented to the rvf-LH (range: 21 to 58 msec), reliably
shorter than the 55.3 msec (range: 23-85 msec, plus one
outlier at 150 msec) required for target words presented
to the Ivf-RH [F(1,23) = 21.35,p < 0.0011.

Percent Correct
Subjects’ mean naming accuracies for target words presented to each hemifield are listed in Table 2. The materials set (which words were used in which prime
conditions) did not affect subjects’ accuracies, nor did it

interact with any other variable to sect subjects’ accuracies, so the data were collapsed across this betweensubjects factor and submitted to a completely withinsubjects 2 X 4 ANOVA (right versus left hemifield X
prime condition), with subjects as the random variable
(FI analyses). To determine whether observed effects
generalized across stimuli used in this experiment, analogous analyses used items as the random variable (Fz
analyses). Confirming the effectiveness of the procedure
to equate performance in the two hemifields, subjects
named target words presented to both hemifields equally
well (all Fs < 1.0). Prime type (Summation, 2-Weak,
Distractor, Unrelated) affected accuracies [F1(3,69) =
10.19, p < 0.001; F2(3,285) = 12.75, p < 0.0011, and
interacted with hemifield [F1(3,69) = 3.02,p < 0.05; F2
(3,285) =1.95,p < 0.151.
The primary analyses were analogous 2 (hemifield) x
2 (Summation items versus Unrelated items) ANOVAs,
and these data are displayed in Figure 3. Again, subjects
named target words presented to both hemifields equally
well (all Fs < 1.0). Ignoring hemifield, subjects named
target words much more accurately following Summation primes (63.5%) than following Unrelated primes
(53.5%),[F1(1,23)25.63,p < 0.001;F2(1,95) = 28.01,p <
0.001]. Subjects named rvf-LH target words 5.9% more
accurately following Summation primes (61.0%)than following Unrelated primes (55.1%) [F1(1,23) = 6.51,p <
0.02; Fz(1,95) =5.95,p < 0.021, and Ivf-RH target words
14.7% more accurately following Summation primes
(66.0%) than following Unrelated primes (51.2%)
[F1(1,23) = 28.24, p < 0.001; [Fz(1,95) = 27.75, p <
0.0011. More importantly, this benefit from Summation
primes interacted with hemifield of presentation
[F1(1,23) = 8.27,p < 0.01; Fz(1,95) = 4.00,p < 0.051
because, relative to their performance following Unrelated primes, subjects benefited from the Summation
primes more for lvf-RH target words (14.73%) than for
rvf-LH target words (5.90%).
Analogous analyses compared subjects’ naming accuracies for target words following 2-Weak primes with target words following Unrelated primes, and accuracies
following Distractor primes with accuracies following
Unrelated primes (see Table 2). Subjects named target
words equally accurately following 2-Weak primes and
following Unrelated primes, and this did not interact with
hemifield [for the hemifield of presentation main effect
FI(1,23) = 1 . 9 4 , ~
< 0.20; FZ < 1.0; all other Fs < 1.01.
Subjects named target words slightly more accurately
following Distractor primes than following Unrelated
primes, although this was not reliable (FI(1,23) =3.75,
p < 0.07; F2(1,95)= 3.76,p < 0.061. Hemifield of presentation did not affect accuracy (FI(1,23) =2.27, p >
0.10; F2(1,95) =1.35,p > 0.201, nor interact with primetarget relation (all Fs < 1.0). The marginal effect of
Distractor prime-target relation was not reliable in either
hemisphere independently [for the rvf-LH, FI(1,23) =
3.01,p < 0.10; for the lvf-RH,F1(1,23) = 1 . 6 6 , =
~ 0.201.
Beeman etal.
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Table 2. Experiment 1 Subjects' Mean (and Standard Deviation) Accuracy (in Percent Correct) and Latencies (in Milliseconds)
to Name Target Words Presented to the rvf-LHversus the lvf-RH, and Preceded by Summation, 2-Weak, Distractor, or Unrelated
Primes

1Vf;RH

WfLH

Latency

utency

Prime T p

%

(msec)

%

(msec)

Summation

61.0
(11.3)

907
(199)

66.0
(9.2)

861
(182)

2-Weak

56.6
(9.4)

946
(251)

54.1
(9.6)

844
(182)

Distractor

58.9
(9.8)

907

54.8

(199)

(10.1)

86 1
(254)

55.1
(12.0)

925
(197)

51.2
(12.2)

898
(225)

Unrelated

Figure 3. Subjects' accuracy (in percent correct) in naming target
words presented to the rvf-LH versus the Ivf-RH, in Experiment 1.
Subjects named target words preceded by Summation primes more
accurately than target words preceded by Unrelated primes, especially when presented to the Ivf-RH.

Discussion

Subjects responded more accurately when the target
words were preceded by Summation primes than when
preceded by Unrelated primes, indicating that activation
can sum from multiple sources. This summation priming
was greater when target words were presented to the
Ivf-RH than when presented to the rvf-LH.' This suggests
32
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that the RH is especially sensitive to the summated activation from multiple sources. The fact that subjects did
not reliably benefit from the 2-Weak or Distractor primes
suggests that the facilitation conferred by the Summation
primes derived from the summation of all three weakly
related prime words-two weakly related prime words,
together with an unrelated or distractor prime word, is
not sufficient to facilitate responses to the related target.
The latency data were not very informative. Accuracy
was emphasized over speed in the instructions, so subjects often responded quite slowly, although truncating
the responses allowed these slow times to affect the
condition mean without radically skewing the distributions. Also, exact latencies were difficult to obtain, because subjects often false-started, even on correct
responses. In addition, there were relatively few observations per condition cell, given that subjects correctly
named only half of the target words. These factors suggest that latencies are not a valid measure in this paradigm.*
It is conceivable that subjects could strategically guess
the target words based on just a few letters of the target
), by generating a response (cut), that
word (e.g., c
was related to one of the prime words (glass). This seems
unlikely. A deliberate and conscious guessing strategy
should result in a speed-accuracy trade-off, but there
was none: compared to rvf-LH target words, Ivf-RH target
words yielded faster responses as well as greater facilitation. Also, it is not clear why only one hemisphere
would or could strategically guess the target words, or
why the RH should be most effective in employing such
a strategy.
It remains possible that the summation priming observed resulted from controlled processing rather than
automatic spreading activation. To examine automatic
spreading activation, there should be a short SOA, or a
low probability of related prime-target items (Posner &
Snyder, 1975). As noted earlier, a long SOA was desired
Volume G,Number 1

to maximize hemispheric differences in semantic processing. Therefore, whereas Experiment 1 used a long
SOA and a high proportion of related prime-target items,
Experiment 2 used a long SOA, but a low proportion of
related items.
It is also possible that near-threshold target words
presented to the lvf-RH are more likely to benefit from
any type of prime-target relation than target words presented to the rvf-LH. This could be due to differential
hemispheric processing, or simply to the longer exposure durations required for target words presented to
the Ivf-RH. Although the intermediate relatedness conditions in Experiment 1 yielded symmetrical facilitation,
it was not reliable in either hemisphere alone, so it
remains possible that any reliable facilitation in this paradigm will be more evident for target words presented to
the Ivf-RH. Experiment 2 tested this possibility as well.

MPERIMENT 2: SUMMATION PRIMING

VS. DIRECT PRIMING
There were two objectives in Experiment 2: (1) to examine automatic summation priming under conditions
that discourage controlled processing and (2) to determine whether, in the near-threshold paradigm, the RH
is sensitive to summation priming in particular, or semantic priming in general.
To create conditions less conducive to controlled semantic processing, only a small proportion (25%) of
target words were preceded by related primes. To compare summation priming to a more standard type of
priming within this paradigm, three types of primes were
tested (see Appendix). Unrelated and Summation primes
were the same as in Experiment 1. We added a third
prime type: “Direct” primes comprised one word
strongly associated to the target word, flanked by two
“neutral” words to make the three conditions parallel. It
is well established that processing of a target word can
be facilitated by the previous presentation of a single
strongly associated word, and that such facilitation can
occur in both hemispheres (Chiarello 1988b; Chiarello
et al., 1990). In this way, we compared facilitation from
Summation primes to facilitation from Direct primes,
within each hemisphere. We believed that coarse semantic coding should be most sensitive to Summation
primes, and fine semantic coding should be most sensitive to Direct primes. Thus, we predicted that the RH
would be more sensitive to Summation primes than to
Direct primes, whereas the LH would be more sensitive
to Direct primes than to Summation primes.
A related issue is whether the facilitation observed in
Experiment 1 resulted from “summation” of activation
from three prime words, or merely from activation of a
single prime word. According to the model proposed
herein (see also Beeman, 1993a,b), the RH is more likely
than the LH to weakly activate distantly related information. The summation priming paradigm was used for two

reasons. First, to increase the likelihood of detecting
weak activation, by allowing activation to converge from
several sources. Second, to nearly mimic the very mechanism in discourse that may be responsible for the RH’s
role in discourse comprehension and in drawing inferences: If the RH is more likely than the LH to weakly
activate distantly related information, one consequence
is that there is a greater chance for semantic overlap to
occur among concepts activated by multiple inputs. If
subjects in Experiment 1 responded more accurately
following Summation primes due to activation from only
one of the prime words, even for Ivf-RH target words,
then subjects in Experiment 2 should respond even more
accurately following Direct primes, even for Ivf-RH target
words.
Results
Debriefing
Three subjects reported that they were usually unable to
read any of the three prime words, 30 subjects reported
that they were usually able to read only one word, 5
subjects reported that they were usually able to read two
words, and 6 subjects reported that they were usually
able to read all three words; the remaining subjects
answered ambiguously.
In response to a direct question, 48 subjects reported
noticing the prime-target relation; 16 noticed early in the
experiment, 25 noticed midway through the experiment,
and 7 noticed late in the experiment; the remaining
subjects answered ambiguously. N o subjects said they
used prime words to attempt to generate the target
words, but 11 claimed that the relation made it easier to
read the target word, and 2 claimed the relation made it
harder to read the target word.

Exposure Duration
In the last block of the experiment, subjects required
average exposure durations of 40.3 msec for target words
presented to the rvf-LH (range: 20-90 msec, with one
outlier at 130 msec), reliably shorter than the 64.7 msec
(range: 20-170 msec; four subjects required more than
100 msec, two subjects required more than 120 msec)
required for target words presented to the Ivf-RH [F(1,
51) = 87.23,p < 0.0011.
Percent Correct
Subjects’ mean naming accuracies for target words presented to each hemifield, following Summation, Direct,
and Unrelated primes, are displayed in Table 3 and Figure 4. Seven of 318 subject cell mean accuracies more
than two standard deviations above or below the condition mean were replaced with the condition mean. The
materials set did not affect subjects’ accuracies, nor did
it interact with any other variable to affect subjects’ acBeemun et al.
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Table 3. Experiment 2 Subjects' Mean (and Standard Deviation) Accuracy (in Percent Correct) and latencies (in Milliseconds)
to Name Target Words Presented to the rvf-LH versus the Ivf-RH, and Preceded by Direct, Summation, or Unrelated Primes

prime

Type

%

Direct

65.3
(13.5)

924
(259)

60.1
(15.4)

865
(207)

Summation

58.9
(15.4)

900
(214)

61.1
(13.5)

878
(258)

Unrelated

52.3
(8.5)

923
(224)

53.0
(9.3)

(237)

Figure 4. Subjects' accuracy (in percent correct) in naming target
words presented to the rvf-LH versus the Id-RH, in Experiment 2.
Subjects most accurately named rvf-LH target words preceded by Direct primes, followed by target words preceded by Summation
primes, and least accurately named target words preceded by Unrelated primes. Subjects named Ivf-RH target words preceded by Direct
and Summation primes equally accurately, and less accurately named
target words preceded by Unrelated primes.

curacies (all Fs < LO),so the data were collapsed across
this between-subjects factor and submitted to a completely within-subjects2 X 3 ANOVA (hemifield X prime
type), with subjects (FI analyses) or items (F2 analyses)
as the random variables. Confirming the effectiveness of
the procedure, subjects named target words presented
to both hemifields equally well (all Fs < 1.0).This was
also true when examining control target words, or just
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those target words preceded by Unrelated primes (all
Fs < 1.0).
Prime type (Summation, Direct, versus Unrelated) reliably affected naming accuracy [F1(2,102)20.54,p <
0.001;F2(1,47) = 12.90,p C 0.0011.Prime type also
interacted with hemifield of presentation, albeit only
= 2.42,p< 0.10;Fz(1,47)= 2.13,
marginally [F1(2,102)
p < 0.151,although there was no main effect of hemifield
(Fs < 1.0).These effects were explored in two parallel
sets of analyses, comparing (1) Summation versus Unrelated primes, and (2) Direct versus Unrelated primes,
crossed with hemifield. The facilitation effects from Summation and Direct prime words were then compared in
a third set of analyses.
Subjects named target words preceded by Summation
primes more accurately (60.0%) than target words pre= 21.34,
ceded by Unrelated primes (52.6%),[F1(1,51)
p < 0.001;F2(1,47)= 11.53,p < 0.0021. Hemifield of
presentation of the target words did not exert any main
effect nor interact with the relatedness effect (all Fs <
1.0). Planned paired comparisons revealed that subjects
named rvf-LH target words more accurately when preceded by Summation primes (58.9%) than when pre= 7.43pC
ceded by Unrelated primes (52.3%)[FI(1,51)
0.01;F2(1,47)
= 6 . 7 ,C~0.021.Similarly,subjects named
Ivf-RH target words more accurately when preceded by
Summation primes (61.1%)than when preceded by Unrelated primes (53.0%), [FI(1,51)= 11.54,p < 0.005;
F2( 1,47)= 8.27,p < 0.011.
Subjects named target words preceded by Direct
primes more accurately (62.7%) than target words preceded by Unrelated primes (52.6%),[F1(1,51)
= 44.27,
p < 0,001;F2(1,47)= 28.06,p < 0.0011.Hemifield of
presentation of the target words did not exert any effect
[FI(1,51)
= 1.72,p < 0.201,but marginally interacted
with the relatedness effect [F1(1,51)= 3.14,p < 0.08;
F2(1,47)= 2.24,p< 0.151.Planned paired comparisons
revealed that subjects named rvf-LH target words more
accurately when preceded by Direct primes (65.3%)than
=
when preceded by Unrelated primes (52.3%)[F1(1,51)
41.64,~
< 0.001;Fz(1,47)= 35.18,p< 0.0011.Similarly,
subjects named Ivf-RH target words more accurately
Volume G,Number 1

when preceded by Direct primes (60.1%) than when
= 8.08,
preceded by Unrelated primes (53.0%)[F1(1,51)
p < 0.01; Fz(1,47) = 5.43,p< 0.0251.
One goal of this experiment was to compare facilitation from Summation primes with facilitation from Direct
primes, within each hemisphere and across hemispheres.
This was accomplished by ignoring the Unrelated condition (on which subjects performed equally accurately
in both hemifields), and comparing accuracy to target
words preceded by the two types of related prime triads.
There was no main effect of prime type (Summation
versus Direct) [FI(1,51)
= 2.38,pC 0.15;F2(1,47)
= 1.78,
p > 0.151;nor was there a main effect of hemifield (all
Fs C 1.0). However, as predicted, prime type interacted
= 3.96,p = 0.05;Fz(1,47)=
with hemifield [F1(1,51)
3 . 5 6 ,=
~ 0.061.Subjects responded more accurately to
rvf-LH target words when preceded by Direct primes
(65.3%) than when preceded by Summation primes
(58.9%)[F1(1,51)
= 6.37,) c 0.02;Fz(1,47)= 5.37,p
0.0251.In contrast, subjects responded equally accurately
to Ivf-RH target words when preceded by Direct (60.1%)
and Summation (61.1%) primes (Fs < 1.0). Analyzed
across hemifields, subjects responded equally accurately
to target words preceded by Summation primes presented to both hemifields (Fs < 1.0). Subjects responded
marginally more accurately to target words preceded by
Direct primes when presented to the rvf-LH than when
presented to the Ivf-RH [FI(1,51)= 3.28,p < 0.08;
Fz(1,47)= 2.89,p< 0.101.

Discussion
Subjects read target words more accurately when preceded by either Summation primes or Direct primes than
when preceded by Unrelated primes. When reading target words presented to the rvf-LH, subjects clearly benefited more from Direct primes than from Summation
primes, indicating that the LH activates closely related
information much more strongly than distantly related
information. This can be described as relatively fine semantic coding in the LH. When reading target words
presented to the Ivf-RH, subjects benefited equally from
both types of prime triads, indicating that the RH activates
distantly related information nearly as strongly as closely
related information. This can be described as relatively
coarse semantic coding in the RH. However, the hemispheric asymmetries were not as strong as were seen in
Experiment 1, a point to be discussed below.
One goal of Experiment 2 was to demonstrate that this
paradigm did not cause subjects to benefit more from
all types of primes when target words were presented to
the Ivf-RH. That was clearly established, as subjects benefited as much or more from both prime types when
naming rvf-LH target words as when naming Ivf-RH target
words. In addition, as predicted, when target words were
presented to the rvf-LH, subjects benefited more from
Direct primes than from Summation primes, suggesting

that the LH is particularly sensitive to strong activation
from two strongly related words, and is particularly adept
at fine semantic coding. It is also not likely that the RH
is simply better at summating activation from multiple
words. Increasing the number of closely related prime
words has recently been shown to increase the rvf-LH
advantage that subjects show when making lexical decisions (Faust, Kravetz, & Babkoff, 1993). Thus it seems
that the critical variable is closeness of association, or,
roughly speaking, semantic distance between the input
word and the concepts to be activated, which distinguishes the two hemispheres.
However, in contrast to our prediction, when target
words were presented to the Ivf-RH, subjects benefited
equally from Summation and Direct primes. These results are remarkably consistent with an asymmetry in
relatedness judgments for two words, one of which is
presented laterally (Rodel et al., 1992). Subjects judge
closely related word pairs as related more often when
the lateral word is presented to the rvf-LH than when
presented to the Ivf-RH. In contrast, they judge distantly
related word pairs as related more often when the lateral
word is presented to the Ivf-RH than when presented to
the rvf-LH (Rodel et al., 1992).This is true whether the
pairs are selected on an a priori basis, or relatedness
ratings are made by the subjects themselves. Relatedness
judgments for close versus distant pairs differ more for
rvf-LH targets than for Ivf-RH targets (Rodel et al., 1992).
Analogously, in Experiment 2, priming effects for Direct
versus Summation primes differed more for rvf-LH target
words than for Ivf-RH target words.
Also, in contrast to the results from Experiment 1,
subjects in Experiment 2 benefited approximately
equally from Summation primes when target words were
presented to either hemifield. Thus, there was no RH
advantage in summation priming, or coarse semantic
coding. What factors can explain this difference? Experiments 1 and 2 differed in several ways. First, only half
of the items used in Experiment 1 were used in Experiment 2, and those items were chosen as best fitting the
a priori criteria for prime-target relatedness (for both
Summation and Direct primes). Therefore it is difficult
to directly compare the facilitation across the two experiments. Experiment 2 also had fewer data points per
subject per condition cell than did Experiment 1. However, given that subjects reliably benefited from both
Summation and Direct primes, for target words presented to both hemifields, it seems unlikely that the
experiment lacked statistical power to detect a RH advantage for summation priming. Also, although a higher
proportion of men participated in Experiment 2 than in
Experiment 1, gender did not interact with prime type
or hemifield (all Fs 4 LO), and men and women exhibited similar facilitation patterns.
In both experiments, 700 msec intervened between
onset of the prime triads and onset of the target word,
and, in Experiment 1, there was a high proportion of
Beeman etal.
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related prime-target trials.3 These factors allow for controlled or attentional processing to affect recognition of
the target words. In Experiment 2, however, the low
proportion of related prime-target trials presumably precluded controlled semantic processing (Posner & Snyder,
1975). It is possible that the RH semantic field is larger
or somehow summates more easily when controlled processing is possible. It is also possible that the LH narrows
its semantic field more when controlled processing is
possible than when limited to automatic processing. The
latter possibility seems more likely, given previous results. For instance, apparently the LH fails to focus on
the close associates of words and suppress distant associates when engaged in a secondary attention-demanding
verbal shadowing task (Nakagawa, 1991). The suppression of peripheral semantic information in the LH may
require attention; when limited to automatic processing,
LH semantic processing resembles RH semantic processing somewhat more closely. Also, other results have
shown that targets presented to the two hemifields are
similarly facilitated with low proportions of related
prime-target trials, but that LH processing changes (albeit
in a different manner than observed here) when high
proportions of related trials allow controlled processing
to occur (Chiarello et al., 1990; Chiarello & Richards,
1992).
The presence of the Direct primes in Experiment 2
may also have biased the subjects’ processing. The strong
associates of the Direct primes always appeared at the
fovea-and many subjects reported being aware of only
the middle word of each triad-and strong associations
may be more salient than multiple weak associations.
Therefore, subjects may have been disposed to look for
such associations, which could increase the facilitation
for the Direct condition or decrease the facilitation for
the Summation condition.
The term summation priming as used here is entirely
distinct from the term “semantic additivity” used elsewhere (Chiarello, Richards, & Pollock, 1992). Semantic
additivity referred to semantic plus associative relations
between a prime word and a target word, which could
converge to strongly activate the target word. In a sense,
the two types of relation add up to a strong prime-target
relation. Subjects benefit from this strong (semantic plus
associative) relation more when processing target words
presented to the rvf-LH than when processing target
words presented to the Ivf-RH (Chiarello et al., 1992).
This seems compatible with the results of Experiment 2,
when subjects benefited from Direct primes more when
processing target words presented to the rvf-LH than
when processing target words presented to the Ivf-RH.
However, Chiarello et al. (1992) obtained these results
only when a high proportion of target words were preceded by related prime words, whereas we obtained our
results only when a low proportion of target words was
related.
As in Experiment 1, the latency data were not very
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informative and may not be a valid measure in this paradigm. However, it must be noted that targets presented
to the Ivf-RH showed some latency facilitation from both
prime types, whereas rvf-LH targets showed no reliable
facilitation nor inhibition.*

GENERAL DISCUSSION
These experiments demonstrate different patterns of semantic activation in the RH and the LH, consistent with
previous work on lateralized semantic priming (Burgess
& Simpson, 1988;Chiarello, 1988b;Chiarello et al., 1990;
Chiarello & Richards, 1992; Nakagawa, 1991). They also
support the view that, under some conditions, the RH
codes semantic information more coarsely than the LH:
a large field of semantic information is activated in response to an input word, but this information is only
weakly activated. Such semantic processing makes the
RH less effective for selecting meanings of single words,
but more sensitive to semantic overlap from multiple
words, or to semantic overlap between general context
and new input. It also makes the RH more sensitive to
facilitation from prime-target relations that emphasize
alternative word meanings (Burgess & Simpson, 1988),
distant semantic relations (Rodel et al., 1992; Nakagawa,
1991), and semantic but not associative relations (Chiarello et al., 1990; Chiarello & Richards, 1992). In contrast, the LH selects a smaller subset of semantic
information, which is strongly activated and thus available for production or further processing. LH fine semantic coding is extremely efficient at selecting some
information, such as the appropriate word interpretation,
for further processing, conscious awareness, or production. Furthermore, it appears that the LH actually activates
distantly related information, then suppresses it during
selection, which is most efficient when attentional processing is possible.
Although both Experiments 1 and 2 revealed asymmetric semantic processing, it should be noted that subjects benefited from both types of semantic relatedness
(Summation and Direct) when processing target words
in both hemifields. This is not unexpected. First, the
coarse and fine semantic coding model presumes that
all semantic information is represented in both hemispheres, but that each hemisphere characteristically activates different information in response to input words.
This asymmetry is probabilistic and relative: The RH is
more likely than the LH to weakly activate peripheral
features, whereas the LH is likely to activate central features more strongly than the RH. And because RH activation is presumed to be graded and stronger for closer
associates (cf. Rodel et al., 1992), it is entirely expected
that subjects in Experiment 2 benefited from the Direct
primes. Furthermore, it appears that the LH is capable of
activating peripheral features as well as the RH, as subjects in Experiment 2 benefited from Summation primes
Volume 6, Number 1

equally for target words viewed in both hemifields. This
suggests that the LH utilizes attentional resources to suppress the peripheral features-perhaps enhancing its activation of central features--consistent with evidence
from previous studies showing that the LH initially activates all meanings of ambiguous words, suppressing secondary meanings only after a short delay (Burgess &
Simpson, 1988), and that attention-demanding secondary
tasks may prevent such suppression (Nakagawa, 1991).
Second, even if coarse and fine coding are purely
distinct mechanisms resulting from asymmetrical neural
circuitries, semantic distance is continuous. Therefore, it
is difficult to categorize all semantic features as either
central or peripheral, although the stimuli used here
represent an attempt to do just that. Individual differences would certainly cause some subjects to perceive
supposedly peripheral features as central, or vice versa.
A particularly vexing question is whether central features
of secondary word meanings should be considered peripheral or central. Without context, such associates
would seem to be related only peripherally to the target
word. But in the context of other prime words related
to the same meaning, such associates may be closely
related, and would thus be expected to be more strongly
activated in the LH. Importantly, although the boundary
between central and peripheral features may be blurry,
and the RH may activate central features more strongly
than peripheral, the principle of distinct processing
mechanisms is not compromised.
For instance, the coarse versus fine semantic coding
asymmetry may explain several phenomena observed in
normal discourse comprehension, for which listeners
presumably allocate some attention. Large semantic fields
activated in the RH could make connotative aspects of
word meaning more available in the RH, whereas denotative aspects are more available in the LH (Brownell
et al., 1984), and cause the RH to maintain activation of
multiple meanings of ambiguous words, whereas the LH
selects a single meaning (Burgess & Simpson, 1988).
Activating large semantic fields could also make the RH
more sensitive to semantic overlap, particularly overlap
between words that are only distantly related (Rode1 et
al., 1992; Nakagawa, 1991), accounting for RHD patients’
difficulties in structuring word lists (Villardita, 1987;Villardita et al., 1988), interpreting phrases in the context
of discourse (Weylman et al., 1989; Kaplan et al., l990),
and recognizing, utilizing, or constructing organization
of discourse (Hough, 1990; Schneiderman et al., 1992;
Moya, Benowitz, Levine, & Finklestein, 1986). Although
LH automatic activation appears similar to RH automatic
activation, there is clearly some discourse-processing advantage to having an intact RH.
For example, an overdependence on fine semantic
coding could explain why RHD patients may lack semantic overlap useful for drawing connective inferences that
increase story coherence (Brownell et al., 1986;Beeman,
1993a). One paradigm with split-brain patients argued

against RH involvement in drawing such inferences (Gazzaniga & Smylie, 1984). Split-brain patients viewed two
lateralized words or pictures (e.g., water and pan), then
selected a third word, related in an inferential sense,
from an array of semantically similar distractors (e.g.,
boil from melt, tan, swim, sj! and eat). The split-brain
patients performed better when the initial words were
presented to the rvf-LH than when presented to the IvfRH, seemingly contradicting the current results. However, the patients performed better than chance when
the words were presented to the Ivf-RH, suggesting some
ability to do the task in the RH. More importantly, the
task differed from the current task in w o important
regards: (1) When the split-brain patients viewed the
initial words in the rvf-LH, they may have been able to
select from the choice array the word with two strong
associations. So, the task given to the split-brain patients
may have been conducive to LH semantic processing. (2)
The patients had to generate or select the inference from
among other related words. Beeman (1993b) has argued
that any type of selection is performed better in the LH,
even when it involves generating a connective inference
from semantic overlap (Beeman, 1993a). According to
the RH coarse semantic coding hypothesis, some of the
information within the large semantic fields activated in
the RH would naturally overlap with the multiple choice
distractors, as well as the target choice, making selection
difficult.
There are, of course, limits to the method of isolating
input to visual half-fields of normal subjects. All subjects
presumably possessed two intact hemispheres and a corpus callosum, allowing interhemispheric processing.
These data manifest a rather typical rvf-LH advantage for
reading, as subjects required longer exposure durations
in the Ivf-RH than in the rvf-LH to read target words
equally accurately in both hemifields. However, it is not
likely that words presented to the rvf-LH were passively
relayed to the LH (and that the callosal transmission
accounted for the 20 msec advantage in exposure duration for words presented to the rvf-LH). First, subjects
responded more quickly to Ivf-RH target words than to
rvf-LH target words in both experiments (although this
difference was only reliable in Experiment 1). Second,
in both experiments, dfferent patterns emerged for
target words presented to each hemifield; and, because
performance levels were equated across hemifields, the
different patterns were not due to floor or ceiling effects.
Qualitatively different patterns are not predicted in a
passive relay model, except in the unlikely chance that
some information is selectively lost in transmission between hemispheres, and other information is transmitted
intact. Third, interhemispheric processing has been
found to be “greater than the sum of its parts,” suggesting
that both hemispheres cooperatively contribute, rather
than simply passing some type of information on to the
hemisphere specialized to process it (Banich & Karol,
1992). Finally, recent evidence suggests that some of the
Beeman eta[.
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LH advantage in word identification can be accounted
for by asymmetrical visual attention (Mondor & Bryden,
1992). Cueing subjects to the appropriate side of the
screen facilitates identification of words presented to the
Ivf-RH (Mondor & Bryden, 1992; cf. Nakagawa, 1991).
Perhaps the longer exposure duration for lvf-RH target
words in Experiment 1 negated the advantage of the rvfLH’s more efficient attentional mechanism, rather than
allowing the language-deficientRH time to catch up with
the language-proficientLH.
If the hemispheres do not divide the task of processing
input by the modality or domain of input, they may divide
the processing by the mode of processing. Such was the
approach of the analytic (LH)-wholistic (RH) dichotomy
to information processing (Bradshaw & Nettleton, 1981).
The analytic-wholistic distinction may be more descriptive than explanatory, and in attempting to account for
these modes of processing in the visual domain, others
have suggested that the hemispheres are particularly sensitive to small (LH) or large (RH) spatial frequencies.
This approach met partial success, but superficially appears incompatible with recent evidence that the RH may
be better than the LH at making precise judgments of
visual stimuli (Kosslyn, 1987;Kosslyn, et al., 1992;Rybash
& Hoyer, 1992; cf. Sergent, 1991).
One interpretation of the RH advantage in visual coordinate judgments is that the RH utilizes larger receptive
fields than does the LH, resulting in coarser coding (Kosslyn et al., 1992; Beeman, 1993b). Coarse coding of sensory information yields sharper resolution to continuous
stimulus variables (Heiligenberg, 1987;Baldi & Heiligenberg, 1988). In neural network models of visual processing, localization of visual stimuli improves as visual
receptive field size increases, given a constant number
of processing units (Malonek & Spitzer, 1989). In a
coarse-coding system with large receptive fields, many
individual cells respond to a single input, and the location of the input corresponds to the area in which the
highest number of active receptive fields overlap. In a
fine-coding system, smaller receptive fields do not overlap as much, so localization is less precise. However, a
fine visual coding system derives the localization information from fewer input cells (Malonek & Spitzer, 1989),
each of which could be more strongly active than any of
the single cells with large receptive fields in a coarse
visual coding system (if one assumes equivalent resources for the two systems). Thus, a system that relies
on information from cells with small receptive fields may
be able to make quicker responses than the large receptive field system, provided that the degree of precision
is adequate for the task at hand. Thus the fine coding LH
is responsive to higher spatial frequencies and efficiently
categorizes visual location, yet is less precise at localizing
visual input. In contrast, the coarse coding RH is responsive to lower spatial frequencies, yet is more precise at
localizing input. The former property derives from the
large receptive field size at the input level, whereas the
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latter property derives from the increased overlap of
receptive fields.
In discourse processing, maintaining activation of a
small semantic field will generally capture most of the
semantic features necessary to comprehend the input
and to make connections between closely related elements of the discourse, particularly if the selection of the
field is guided by context. Thus, to understand language,
people depend a great deal more on the LH than on the
RH. However, activating a large semantic field may result
in more information available to make connections between distantly related elements of discourse (Beeman,
1993a). The current model suggests that this potentially
useful information is only weakly activated, and more so
in the RH. In fact, the weak level of activation may prevent
this peripheral information from interfering with the
central meaning of the words. However, when overlap
occurs, the activation from several weakly activated large
semantic fields converges and summates on the concept
mediating the relation, lending it more importance in
the representation of the discourse. This could facilitate
inferencing and integration and improve coherence of
the discourse as a whole. It may also provide more
precise elaboration of meaning (including such aspects
as emotional connotation) for each individual word. Although meaning selection of ambiguous words occurs
quite rapidly in discourse comprehension (Swinney,
1982; Simpson & Burgess, 1985), meaning elaboration
extends much longer (Till et al., 1988), suggesting the
ability to incorporate more information from the discourse.
We believe that both coarse and fine semantic coding
occur in parallel, but interact at every stage of processing.
It is not the case that the RH sits idly by until the LH
needs an inference or a metaphor. Rather, all potentially
coherent connections are activated and affect comprehension, even though only a few are selectively instantiated in the final representation. For example,
comprehenders are affected by potential metaphorical
interpretations even when literal interpretations are also
plausible (Keysar, 1989).
Coarse and fine semantic coding describe the way the
RH and LHpoces semantic input; it is also possible that
asymmetries exist in the organization of semantic memory. Presumably, both hemispheres have access to the
same information, because they interact with the same
world. However, if connection strengths are affected by
processing, and the hemispheres process semantic information differently, then eventually the organization of
semantic memory may also differ. For instance, if the RH
activates secondary word meanings more often or more
strongly than the LH, then we would expect this secondary meaning to be more strongly related to the word in
the RH than in the LH. However, it is also possible that
the transient activation of the secondary meaning in the
LH prevents the atrophy of the connection between the
word and the secondary meaning.
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Further study is required to determine the mechanisms underlying the distinction between coarse and fine
semantic coding. Several mechanisms have been proposed. The LH may use attention to winnow the semantic
field (in a “winner-take-all”competition for activation),
whereas the RH does not (Nakagawa, 1991).Alternatively,
a slight LH advantage in activation of close associations
paired with homotopic callosal inhibition may induce a
complementary pattern of activation in the RH, with distant associations most highly activated (Cook & Beech,
1990; Rode1 et al., 1992)--although this fails to explain
the origin of the initial LH advantage in activation of the
close associations. Finally, asymmetries in the architecture of neural circuitries, or in the presence of neurotransmitters, may underlie the coarsdfine distinction,
alone, or in combination with mechanisms of attention
or interhemispheric inhibition (Beeman, 1993b).

CONCLUSIONS
A great deal of recent evidence has suggested that the
RH may process the semantic content of language. For
most language tasks, LH processing is far superior; hence,

damage to the LH results in severe aphasia whereas
damage to the RH results in rather subtle language deficits, particularly in discourse comprehension. Normally,
however, RH and LH semantic processing run in parallel,
emphasizing different aspects of word meaning, and coordination of the two leads to complete discourse comprehension. The RH may weakly activate large semantic
fields, therefore being unable to strongly activate and
select a single interpretation, and be less effective for
most language tasks. Yet, these experiments suggest that
large semantic fields allow the RH to coarsely code semantic information. This makes the RH particularly sensitive to semantic overlap from multiple inputs, hence
useful for language tasks that rely on overlapping representations to integrate information from distantly related inputs.

METHODS
Fixperiment 1: Summation Priming
Subjects

Twenty-nine subjects were paid through the normal volunteer program at NIH. Five subjects were eliminated
from the analyses:two reported after the experiment that
they had attempted to guess on which side the words
would appear, and moved their eyes to that location
before the target word appeared, one subject revealed
after the experiment that she only learned English when
she was 10 years old (although she spoke flawlessly, she
required very long exposure durations to read), and two
subjects showed reversed hemifield advantage, naming
words with shorter exposure durations in the Ivf-RH than
in the rvf-LH (10 and 40 msec shorter, only the latter

reported being left-handed). Hemifield advantage in
word naming was used as the measure of language laterality, because it should be a more direct measure than
hand dominance. Of the remaining 24 subjects, 23 were
women; there were two subjects who considered themselves left-handed but were included because they
showed a typical rvf-LH advantage in naming the target
words (results were unaffected when they were excluded
from the analyses).
Materials
Two primary types of prime-target items were created
(see Table 1): items where each of the three prime words
was weakly related to the target word (“Summation”
items), and items where none of the three prime words
was related to the target word (“Unrelated’ items). The
Unrelated primes and target words were the same words
used in the 3 Weak items, simply mismatched. Some of
the words used for Summation primes were weak or
infrequent associates of their related target words (or
vice versa); others were not associated in single-word
association norms (Marshall & Cofer, 1970; adult norms
listed in Entwistle, 1966), but judged by pilot subjects to
be related in context (e.g., FOOT-cut, in context with
CRY and GLASS). One hundred thirty Summation items
were generated. Ten pilot subjects then rated the relatedness of the prime triads to the target words (scale of
1-unrelated to %very related), and the Summation
primes judged most related were excluded. In a later
test, six pilot subs were given each prime word individually paired with its related target word, and were asked
to circle the related pairs, and individual prime words
judged to be related to the target word by more than
half the pilot subjects were excluded. The best 96 items
were selected from the original 130 items. (Of course,
we expect the prime-target items to be somewhat related,
albeit weakly.)
For the 2-Weak primes, the middle word of the Summation prime triad was replaced with an unrelated word.
For the Distractor primes, the middle word of the Summation prime triad was replaced with a word strongly
related to one of the other prime words, but unrelated
to the target word (see Table 1).
The order of the trials was randomized, then adjusted
to avoid having phonologically, orthographically, or semantically similar prime words or target words within
three trials of each other. The trials were divided into
blocks to facilitate adjustment of exposure duration (see
below). Within each block, there were equal numbers of
trials in each prime-target relatedness condition in each
hemifield. The order of items appearing to the left or to
the right was randomized. The order of the conditions
was counterbalanced. The entire list of 96 target words
was presented twice to each subject, each target word
appearing once in each hemifield and preceded by two
Beemanetal.
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different prime triads. There were 192 target words presented in the experimental phase, 144 of which (75%)
were preceded by some type of related prime (25%each
Summation, 2-Weak, and Distractor).
The primes and targets were printed on tachistoscope
cards in 24-point Greek-Times font. Both prime words
and target words ranged from three to eight letters in
length, and subtended about 1.5 to 3.5” of visual angle.
The prime triads were presented “stacked at midline,
each word written horizontally, as illustrated in Figure 2.
The upper and lower edges of the prime triads were
approximately 2” of visual angle from fixation. The inner
edge of the lateralized target words was approximately
1.5” of visual angle from fixation.
Procedure

Instructions. Subjects were instructed that for each trial

they should read aloud the single word that appeared
on one side of the screen, to respond quickly if they
could but to emphasize accuracy. Subjects were encouraged to guess if they were not certain. They were also
told that the experiment was designed to test whether
normal readers would make the same mistakes on briefly
presented words as brain injured patients make on freely
presented words, and that all of the experimental manipulations-the brief exposure, the mask, and the three
preceding words-simply made the target words harder
to read. In this vein, they were encouraged to “look at,
but ignore” the three prime words. Subjects were also
told that the words would be shown so fast that they
would probably get half wrong, and that this was necessary for comparing their results with patients’ results.
Trials. The primes and targets were presented on a
Gerbrands model T-4A four-field tachistoscope, connected to a Gerbrands voice-operated relay and a millisecond timer. The time course of a trial is indicated in
Figure 2. Before every trial, subjects viewed a fixation
cross, which persisted between trials. On the first trial,
each event (fixation + tone, prime triad, mask, fixation,
target word, mask) lasted 500 msec, so that the subjects
could become familiar with the procedure. For all succeeding trials, subjects heard a tone for 500 msec, then
viewed the prime triad for 300 msec, the mask for 100
msec, the fixation cross for 300 msec, the target word
for a variable exposure duration, and the mask for 100
msec. Pilot studies suggested that subjects viewing prime
triads without targets were usually able to name all three
prime words (nearly always the center word plus at least
one other word), although they had difficulty making
lexical decisions if the spelling was altered by a single
letter.

Prior to the experimental stimuli, 52
trials were used to assess the exposure durations necessary to allow each subject to correctly name 50% of
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the target words in each visual field. All trials used unrelated prime-target items, and half of the target words
were presented in each hemifield. For the first five trials,
target words were exposed for 500, 300, 200, 100, and
90 msec. The exposure duration was then decreased by
5 msec for each succeeding trial, to 65 msec on the tenth
trial. For trials 10 through 20, the exposure duration was
decreased by 3 msec for each correct trial, and increased
by 3 msec after two consecutive errors.
The exposure duration adjusted from trial 20 was used
for trials 21-36. Following this block, the exposure duration for each visual field was independently adjusted
for the remaining assessment block (trials 37-52), according to performance. A general formula for setting
exposure duration was followed: if a subject responded
67-75% correct in one visual field, the exposure duration
was slightly decreased (5-10 msec). If the subject responded 75-100% correct in the visual field, the exposure duration was greatly decreased (10-20 msec). The
exact adjustments were left to the judgment of the experimenter.

Ihperiment Phase. After the last block of assessment
trials, the experimental phase began. Two blocks of 16
trials were followed by five blocks of 32 trials. Half the
items in each block appeared in each visual field, and
an equal number (two or four) of prime-target items
occurred for each visual field by prime-relation condition. The target exposure duration was independently
adjusted for each visual field following each block of
trials. Generally speaking, the adjustments decreased in
size as the experiment continued, as subjects performance stabilized around 50-60%. Empirically, the adjustments were effective-witness the overall accuracy
levels for each visual field. Furthermore, correct responses were fairly evenly distributed across blocks
within subjects (e.g., no subject responded less than 18%
correct in one block and more than 82% correct in
another).
The experiment phase comprised 192 trials, the assessment phase comprised 52 trials, and the entire experiment lasted from 90 to 120 mins. Breaks occurred
after each block while the experimenter computed the
new exposure durations and entered them into the data
file.
Feedack. This paradigm dictates that subjects correctly
respond to only about 50% of the words, and on many
of the correct responses, subjects feel as if they are
guessing. This can be very frustrating. Therefore, subjects
were given lots of encouragement, and were often told
when they responded correctly (but only when the correct target words were preceded by Unrelated primes).
In addition, they were occasionally informed of their
performance on a particular block, but only when they
performed at or above the 50% level.
Volume G,N u m b I

Dehie$ng. After the experiment, the subjects were
asked, among other things: (1) Which words were hardest to read (short, long, right, left)? (2) Could you read
one, two, or three of the words preceding the single
word? (3) Did you notice anything else about the three
words? (4) Did you notice that they were sometimes
related to the single word? ( 5 ) Did you ever use a strategy
to respond based on this relation? (If subjects said no,
an example was given: Having seen white as one of the
three words, and knowing that the target word ended
with a -g,
did you guess “wedding” because it goes
with white?)
Experiment 2: Summation Priming vs.
Direct Priming
SAjects
Fifty-eight college students or college graduates, aged
19-30, were paid to participate through the normal volunteer program at NIH. None of the subjects had participated in any priming experiment previously. Four
subjects were eliminated from the analyses for equipment failure and experimenter error in adjusting exposure durations. Two subjects were removed because they
showed reversed hemifield advantage, naming words
with shorter exposure durations in the Ivf-RH than in the
rvf-LH. Of the remaining 52 subjects, there were 32
women; there were 5 subjects who considered themselves left-handed but were included because they
showed a typical rvf-LH advantage in naming the target
words (results were unaffected when they were excluded
from the analyses).

Summation, or Unrelated primes. All target words appeared twice for each subject, once in each hemifield.
Each experimental target word was presented once with
a related triad (either Summation or Direct primes) and
once with an Unrelated triad. Thus, each subject saw 12
target words on each side in both the Summation and
the Direct conditions, and 24 target words on each side
in the Unrelated condition. Prime condition and target
side were randomly assigned for the first materials set,
and rotated through all the conditions in the remaining
three materials sets, so that each target word occurred
equally often with Direct and Summation primes, and
twice as often with Unrelated primes. These 48 items
were chosen as those best fitting the a priori criteria of
having (1) three words each weakly related to the target,
and (2) one word strongly related to the target. The
remaining 48 target words were designated as the Control condition and appeared twice each, paired with different unrelated triads for the two presentations. These
items were not analyzed, but did contribute to adjustment of exposure durations. The order of trials was
generated as in Experiment 1, and again, an equal number of items occurred for each condition in every block
of trials. There were 192 target words in the experimental
phase, 48 of which (25%) were paired with Summation
or Direct primes. (Subjects correctly named only about
60% of the related target words, so that they could only
have recognized a prime-target relation in approximately
30 trials. Also, all 52 assessment trials were unrelated.)

Procedure
The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1.

Matdk
The target words were identical to those used Experiment 1, and the Summation and Unrelated prime triads
were adapted from those used in Experiment 1. New
prime triads and cards were generated for the Direct
condition. The critical prime word for the Direct triads
was a first-order associate of the target word, or vice
versa (no distinction was made between forward and
backward associates) (e.g., SCISSORS-cut). These strong
associates were culled from norms (Marshall & Cofer,
1970; adult norms listed in Entwistle, 1966), or from
consensus among three laboratory employees. The single
strong associates were flanked above and below by unrelated “neutral” words, such as NOTHING, WHAT, or
SOMETHING. Also, 11 of the prime triads from the Summation condition were slightly altered from Experiment
1 to eliminate prime words moderately related to the
targets (as judged by laboratory personnel), thus
strengthening our assumption that facilitation in the
Summation condition truly emerged from the summed
activation from three weak associates, rather than from
activation from a single moderately related word.
Forty-eight of the target words appeared with Direct,

,
APPENDIX: PRIMES AND TARGETS FROM
EXPERIMENT 2
Prime
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Summation

Direct

~

Unrelated

Target

cat
attacks
Paw

none
itch
whether

church
grease
hurdle

SCRATCH

vault
jewelry
missing

blank
robbery
although

molasses
mother
moon

THEFT

pool
water
bottom

ready
shallow
whether

fountain
plane
switch

DEEP

doctor
knife
stitches

none
operate
what

dishes
apple
knees

SURGERY
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Prime
Summation

Direct

Prime
Unrelated

Target

Summation

Direct

Unrelated

Target

bullet
aim
fire

none
rifle
nothing

baseball
cat
chimney

SHOOT

lion
attack
alone

none
scared
ready

bikini
map
pillow

AFRAID

gray
retired
wrinkled

nothing
new
some

ice
button
fence

OLD

horse
iump
fence

whether
under
some

skin
button
candle

OVER

subway
noise
buildings

whether
town
none

monster
logs
hair

CITY

legs
rest
bench

blank
stand
none

skirt
church
potholes

SIT

man
cross
street

ready
saunter
what

boxes
swimmer
diamond

WALK

fountain
healthy
strong

what
teenager
ready

stars
fever
dishes

YOUTH

itch
nose
dust

nothing
cough
some

sphere
water
safe

SNEEZE

humid
work
brow

although
perspire
none

dove
bulb
rope

SWEAT

tire
road
horn

some
drive
nothing

coffin
bullet
Ocean

CAR

full
empty
CUP

although
eat
what

closet
logs
skin

DRINK

white
ceremony
tuxedo

although
marriage
blank

soap
tunnel
mouse

WEDDING

engine
travel
clouds

some
pilot
nothing

bullet
couch
floor

PLANE

ticking
package
damage

some
explode
what

Can
cave
pencil

BOMB

water
dry
throat

whether
parched
none

world
cross
busy

THIRSTY

dust
hot
sand

although
wet
ready

bullets
raise
burn

novem ber
party
win

ready

DRY

vote

ELECT

what

friends
fire
swimmer

hunt
treasure
map

ready
hide
what

siren
floor
lid

FIND

haystack
point
syringe

nothing
thread
some

hair
barbells
present

NEEDLE

weekday
busy
Pay

blank
job
although

eyes
toy
couch

WORK

person
survive
accident

blank
dead
blank

diamond
earth
desk

ALIVE

shape
earth
world

nothing
circle
blank

soap
rope
eyes

ROUND

girl
flower
colorful

some
ugly
nothing

room
safe
water

PRETIY

boat
crash
bottom

ready
dishes
what

dove
ground
coffin

SINK

hospital
baby
bundle

blank
newborn
although

window
toy
icing

BIRTH

victim
gun
trial

some
kill
nothing

church
plane
gopher

MURDER

mother
baby
hug

what
sex
whether

throat
lion
hurdle

LOVE

siren
hurt
rescue

nothing
crash
some

Pig
church
stars

ACCIDENT

candle
frost
Party

blank
birthday
although

fever
knees
dishes

CAKE
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Prime
Summutwn

Direct

Unrelated

Target

of the Psychonomic Society, St. Louis, 1932. Thanks to Drs.
Chris Chiarello, Lorie Richards, and two anonymous reviewers
for helpful comments on an earlier draft.

pageant
crown
applause

whether
lost
ready

rocks
flowers
stars

WON

Reprint requests should be sent to Dr. Mark Beeman, Rush
Neuroscience Institute, Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical
Center, 1725 W. Harrison St., Chicago, IL 606123864,

eyes
closed
night

nothing
bed
some

candle
Skirt
kettle

SLEEP

Notes

apply
job
new

whether
fired
none

package
couch
robber

HIRED

rush
flying
hurry

blank
swift
although

newborn
chimney
button

FAST

honey
bug
pain

ready
bee
what

earth

kettle
water
whistle

although
simmers
blank

logs
sphere
treasure

BOILS

love
earth
heaven

none
war
whether

coin
Pig
mouse

PEACE

cemetery
midnight
emPV

although
monster
ready

candle
treasure
string

SCARY

black
ceremony
grave

some
coffin
nothing

feather
molasses
money

FUNERAL

foot
cry
glass

none
scissors
whether

dishes
stomach
church

CUT

instruct
yell
sergeant

ready
order
what

dove
siren
stove

COMMAND

store
locked
dark

whether
opened
none

foot
fence
toy

CLOSED

baseball
hit
glass

blank
shatter
although

stars
robber
knees

BREAK

Paw
shouting
yelling

what
quiet
whether

mouse
barbells
candle

NOISE

boxes
pillow

STING
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1. Experiment 1 was repeated with 20 subjects making lexical
decisions on the target words, rather than naming them. It was
hoped that lexical decisions would be more sensitive than
naming to RH processing (Gazzaniga, 1983). However, three
difficulties arose. First, half of the target words were nonwords,
decreasing the data points per condition and the power of the
analysis. Second, eliciting threshold performance (set at 75%)
from subjects proved extremely difficult. Not only is the window between floor (50%) and ceiling (100%) smaller, but
within the small blocks used, random guessing could lead to
unusually good or poor performance, thus large adjustments
in exposure duration. Third, subjects seemed to have asymmetrical thresholds for accepting words and rejecting pseudowords, with a tendency to incorrectly accept pseudowords
presented to the Ivf-RH. Despite these problems, preliminary
analyses revealed that subjects responded more accurately following the Summation primes than following the Unrelated
primes [F(1,76= 7.25,p < 0.011.More importantly,the planned
comparisons between the amount of Summation priming in
each hemifield-hemisphere replicated. Target words presented
to the Ivf-RH were recognized 9.5%more accurately following
Summation primes than following Unrelated primes [F(1,38) =
5 . 8 3 , ~= 0.021, whereas target words presented to the rvf-LH
were recognized 6.3%more accurately following Summation
primes, which was not reliable [F(1,38) = 2.09, p < 0.151.
However, the interaction was not reliable (F<l.O), and the
methodological difficulties led us to return to naming as the
dependent variable.
2. Naming latencies for correct responses were also analyzed
for Experiment 1. Due to equipment malfunctions, no latencies
were obtained for approximately 7% of correct responses, and
these data points were omitted from the subjects’ means. Subjects’ mean latencies in each condition (see Table 2) were
submitted to ANOVAs parallel to those performed on the subjects’ accuracies. Across all relatedness conditions, subjects
were 58 msec faster (latency from onset of the word to onset
of response) to read words presented to the Ivf-RH (866 msec)
than to the rvf-LH (924 msec) [F(1,23) = 5.88, p < 0.0251,
despite requiring longer exposure durations to read words
presented to the right visual hemifield. There were no other
hemifield or relatedness effects or interactions on latencies
(Fs < 1.0). There were no reliable differences in latencies
following Summation or Unrelated primes. For target words
presented to the rvf-LH, subjects responded 18 msec faster
following Summation primes than following Unrelated primes
(F < 1.0). For target words presented to the Ivf-RH, subjects
responded 36 msec faster following Summation primes than
following Unrelated primes (F = 1.0). There were no speedaccuracy trade-offs.
3. It should be noted, however, that many of the “related’trials
in Experiment 1 comprised 2-Weak and Distractor primes,
which did not facilitate responses to the target words, and
therefore could be considered unrelated, empirically.
4. Naming latencies for correct responses were also analyzed
for Experiment 2. Due to equipment malfunctions, no latencies
were obtained for 5% of correct responses, and these data
points were omitted from the subjects’ means. Long latendes
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were truncated to 2500 msec to avoid excessive skewing of the
latency distribution (this affected 2.1% of correct responses).
The resulting subjects’ mean latencies in each condition are
displayed in Table 3, and were submitted to ANOVAs parallel
to those performed on the subjects’ accuracies. Across all conditions (including the control trials), subjects were 29 msec
faster (latency from onset of the word to onset of response) to
read words presented to the Ivf-RH (898 msec) than to read
words presented to the rvf-LH (927 msec), [F(1,51)= 2.42,p <
0.151.
Examining only the critical target words, subjects responded
approximately equally as fast (latency from onset of the word
to onset of response) to target words presented to the rvf-LH
(920 msec) and those presented to the Ivf-RH (895 msec)
[F(1,51) = 1 . 5 6 , >
~ 0.201, despite requiring longer exposure
durations to read words presented to that hemifield. There was
a reliable main effect of prime type [F(2,55)= 4.02,p < 0.0251,
which did not interact with hemifield [F(2,55) = 1.40, p >
0.201. Subjects responded faster to target words following Summation primes (889 msec) than to those following Unrelated
primes (940 msec) [F(1,51) = 7.94,p < 0.011. This facilitation
did not interact with hemifield (F < l.O), although a planned
comparison revealed that the 37 msec facilitation for rvf-LH
target words following Summation primes was not reliable
[F(1,51)= 2.24,p < 0.151,whereas the 64 msec facilitation for
‘-RH target words was marginally reliable [F(1,51) = 4.40,
p i0.051. Subjects responded faster to target words following
9irt.x primes (895 msec) than to those following Unrelated
rimes (940 msec) [F(1,51) = 5.72,p < 0.0251.This facilitation
iAiteractedmarginally with hemifield [F(1,51) = 2.80,p = 0.101.
The 14 msec facilitation for rvf-LH target words following Direct
primes was not reliable (F < l.O), whereas the 78 msec facilitation for Ivf-RH target words was reliable [F(1,51)= 6.21,p <
0.021. Direct comparisons revealed no reliable differences in
facilitation from Direct and Summation primes, in either hemisphere (all Fs 5 1.0).
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